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Abstract—Wafer-level test during burn-in (WLTBI) is a
promising technique to reduce test and burn-in costs in semi-
conductor manufacturing. However, scan-based testing leads to
significant power variations in a die during test-pattern applica-
tion. This variation adversely affects the accuracy of predictions
of junction temperatures and the time required for burn-in. We
present a test-pattern ordering technique for WLTBI, where
the objective is to minimize the variation in power consumption
during test application. The test-pattern ordering problem for
WLTBI is formulated and solved optimally using integer linear
programming. Efficient heuristic methods are also presented to
easily solve the pattern-ordering problem for large circuits. Sim-
ulation results are presented for the ISCAS’89 and the IWLS’05
benchmark circuits, and the proposed ordering technique is com-
pared with two baseline methods that carry out pattern ordering
to minimize peak power and average power, respectively. A third
baseline method that randomly orders test patterns is also used to
evaluate the proposed methods.

Index Terms—Wafer-level test during burn-in (WLTBI),
test-pattern ordering, test power.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ANUFACTURING test is a significant contributor
to the product cost for deep-submicrometer ICs [1].

In addition to the need for effective test techniques for de-
fect screening and speed binning for these ICs, there is an
ever-increasing demand for high device reliability and low de-
fective parts-per-million levels. Semiconductor manufacturers
routinely perform reliability screening on all devices before
shipping them to customers [2]. Accelerated test techniques
shorten time-to-failure for defective parts without altering the
device failure characteristics [3]. Burn-in is one such technique
that is widely used in the semiconductor industry [3], [4].

The long time intervals associated with burn-in result in high
cost [1], [5], [6]. It is, however, unlikely that burn-in will be
completely eliminated in the near future for high-performance
chips and microprocessors [1]. Wafer-level burn-in (WLBI) has
recently emerged as an enabling technology to lower the cost of
burn-in [4]. In this approach, devices are subjected to burn-in
and electrical testing while in the bare wafer form. By moving
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the burn-in process to the wafer level, significant cost savings
can be achieved in the form of lower packaging costs, as well as
reduced burn-in and test time.

In this paper, we address power-conscious test-pattern
ordering for wafer-level test during burn-in (WLTBI). The
solutions methods, which are based on integer linear program-
ming (ILP) and efficient heuristics, allow us to determine an
appropriate ordering of test patterns that minimizes the overall
cycle-by-cycle variation in power. Reduced variance in test
power results in less fluctuations in the junction temperatures
of the device. It has been shown in [7] that the junction tem-
perature of the die is a function of the ambient temperature, the
device thermal resistance, and the power consumption of the
device. Maintaining the spread in power consumption during
test will therefore significantly lower the variations in junction
temperature.

The key contributions of this paper are as follows.
1) We motivate the importance of handling thermal problems

during WLTBI, and show how test-pattern ordering can be
used to alleviate these problems.

2) We present a test-pattern ordering technique based on ILP
for scan-based WLTBI. Our goal is to minimize the varia-
tions in the test power of the device during test application.

3) We develop a heuristic technique to solve the test pattern
ordering problem for large circuits.

4) We also develop a second heuristic technique based on ILP
for large circuits.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Motiva-
tion and additional background for this paper are presented in
Section II. Section III describes thermal challenges associated
with WLTBI, and motivates the need for a test-pattern ordering
approach that is tailored for WLTBI. Section IV presents an
overview of cycle-accurate power modeling technique for
scan-based circuits. It also presents the ILP-based test-pattern
ordering technique for WLTBI. In Section V, two heuristic
methods to solve the problem efficiently are presented. The
baseline methods used to evaluate the test-pattern ordering
techniques are presented in Section VI. Section VII presents
simulation results for several ISCAS’89 and IWLS’05 bench-
mark circuits [8]. Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND

Test during burn-in at the wafer level enhances the benefits
that are derived from the burn-in process. The monitoring of de-
vice responses while applying suitable test stimuli during WLBI
leads to the easier identification of faulty devices.

We refer to this process as “WLTBI”; it is also referred to
in the literature as “test in burn-in” (TIBI) [3], “wafer-level
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Fig. 1. Test and burn-in flow using. (a) PLBI. (b) WLTBI.

burn-in test” (WLBT) [9], etc. WLTBI technology has recently
made rapid advances with the advent of the “known good die”
(KGD) [10], i.e., devices that are sold as tested bare die. KGDs
are building blocks of complex system-in-package (SiP) de-
signs, where chips with different functionalities are combined
in a single package. The growing demand for KGDs in complex
system-on-a-chip (SoC)/SiP architectures, multichip modules,
and stacked memories, highlights the importance for cost-ef-
fective and viable WLTBI solutions [4]. WLTBI will also facili-
tate advances in the manufacture of 3-D ICs, where bare dies or
wafers must be tested before they are vertically stacked. WLTBI
can therefore be viewed as an enabling technology for cost-ef-
ficient manufacture of reliable 3-D ICs.

Fig. 1 illustrates and compares the test and burn-in flow in a
semiconductor manufacturing process. The manufacturing flow
for package-level burn-in (PLBI) is shown in Fig. 1(a); Fig. 1(b)
highlights the manufacturing flow when WLTBI is employed for
test and burn-in at the wafer-level. Test and burn-in of devices
in the bare wafer form can potentially reduce the need for post-
packaging test and burn-in for packaged chips and KGDs. In
the manufacture of KGDs, WLTBI eliminates the need for a die
carrier and carrier burn-in, thereby resulting in significant cost
savings.

The basic techniques used for the testing and burn-in of in-
dividual chips are the same as those used in WLTBI. Test and
burn-in require the availability of suitable electrical excitation
of the device/die under test (DUT),irrespective of whether it is

done on a packaged chip or a bare die. The only difference lies
in the mode of delivery of the electrical excitation. Mechani-
cally contacting the leads provides electrical bias and excitation
during conventional testing and burn-in. In the case of WLTBI,
this excitation can be provided in any of the following three
ways: the probe-per-pad method, the sacrificial metal method,
and the built-in test/burn-in method [11].

The built-in test/burn-in method involves the use of on-chip
design-for-test (DfT) infrastructure to achieve WLTBI. This
technique allows wafers to undergo full-wafer contact using
far fewer probe contacts. The presence of sophisticated built-in
DfT features on modern day ICs makes “monitored burn-in”
possible. Monitored burn-in is a process where a DUT is
provided with input test patterns; the output responses of the
DUT are monitored online, thereby leading to the identification
of failing devices. It is therefore clear that WLTBI has a sig-
nificant potential to lower the overall product cost by breaking
the barrier between burn-in and test processes. As a result,
ATE manufacturers have recently introduced WLBI and test
equipment that provide full-wafer contact during burn-in and
also provide test monitoring capabilities [4], [9], [12].

There are several practical challenges associated with
WLTBI; these include full contact burn-in and efficient thermal
control [11]. Successful WLTBI operation also requires through
understanding of the thermal characteristics of the DUT. In
order to keep the burn-in time to a minimum, it is essential to
test the devices at the upper end of their temperature envelope
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[7]. Moreover, the junction temperatures of the DUT need to be
maintained within a small window such that burn-in predictions
are accurate.

Power management for WLTBI is especially important for
scan testing. Scan-based testing is now widely used in the semi-
conductor industry [13]. However, scan testing leads to com-
plex power profiles during test application; in particular, there
is a significant variation in the power consumption of a device
under test on a cycle-by-cycle basis. In a burn-in environment,
the high variance in scan power adversely affects predictions on
burn-in time, resulting in a device being subjected to excessive
or insufficient burn-in [14]. Incorrect predictions may also re-
sult in thermal runaway.

Dynamic burn-in using a full-scan circuit automatic test pat-
tern generation (ATPG) was proposed in [15] with the objec-
tive of maximizing the number of transitions in the scan chains.
The higher power consumption of ICs during scan-based testing
is a serious concern in the semiconductor industry; scan power
is often several times higher than the device power dissipa-
tion during normal circuit operation [16]. Excessive power con-
sumption during scan testing can lead to yield loss. As a re-
sult, power minimization during test-pattern application has re-
cently received much attention [17]–[22]. Research has focused
on pattern ordering to reduce test power [17], [23], [24]. The
pattern-ordering problem has been mapped to the well-known
traveling salesman problem (TSP) [23], [24]. Testing semicon-
ductor devices during burn-in at wafer-level requires low vari-
ation in power consumption during test [7]. A test-pattern re-
ordering method that minimizes the dynamic power consump-
tion does not address the needs of WLTBI. Specific techniques
need to be developed to address this aspect of low-power testing
testing, i.e., the ordering of test patterns to minimize the overall
variation in power consumption.

III. THERMAL CHALLENGES DURING WLTBI

The challenges that are encountered during WLTBI are a
combination of the problems faced during the sort process and
during burn-in. Wafer sort is used to identify defective dies at
wafer level before they are assembled in a package. It is also
the first test-related step in the manufacturing process where
thermal management plays an important role. Current wafer
probers use a thermal chuck to control the device temperature
during the sort process. The chuck is an actively regulated metal
device controlled by external chillers and heaters embedded
under the device [7]. The junction temperature of the DUT is
determined by the following relationship [7], [25], [26]:

(1)

where is the junction temperature of the device, is the am-
bient temperature, is the device power consumption, and is
the thermal resistance (junction to ambient) of the device. The
value of is therefore determined by the device power con-
sumption, thermal resistance, and a constant . The previous
relationship has been derived in [26] using a first-order approxi-
mation of the electrical equivalent of the die and tester assembly.
Even though each circuit block in the die has different activity
(and temperature), latchup phenomenon occurs in some part of

Fig. 2. Thermal challenges involved in WLTBI.

the chip, and the local temperature increase rapidly spreads over
the entire die and causes thermal breakdown [26]. It is therefore
reasonable to assume a single value of for the entire device.

The controllability of is limited by the extent to which
the parameters and can be controlled. Considerable power
fluctuations during the test of the DUT can significantly affect
the value of for the DUT, thereby adversely impacting the
reliability screening process. Fig. 2 illustrates a power profile of
the die during burn-in. The time required for burn-in is predicted
based on the median value of [7]; this, in turn, is determined
by the value of power dissipation shown in Fig. 2. When
the power dissipation increases beyond , it results in the die
being subject to over burn-in, which may result in yield loss
and even thermal runaway. On the other hand, when the power
dissipation is below , the die is subjected to under burn-in;
this can result in the test escape of latent defects. One of the
important goals of the burn-in process is to keep the burn-in time
to a minimum, thereby increasing throughput, and minimizing
equipment and processing costs. It is important to have a tight
spread in temperature distribution of the device (by maintaining
the power dissipation within an acceptable threshold) to increase
yield and at the same time minimize burn-in time [7].

It is this issue of controlling the spread in over the period
of test application that we address in this paper. We use the test
power of the DUT as a means to control of the device. The
problem of controlling the power profiles, which depend on the
ordering of test patterns has been ignored so far in literature.
We therefore develop a power-conscious test-pattern ordering
approach, specifically suited for WLTBI.

IV. CYCLE-ACCURATE TEST POWER MODELING AND

TEST-PATTERN ORDERING PROBLEM

In this section, we first review cycle-accurate test power
modeling and the method used to estimate test power. We next
describe the test-pattern ordering problem. A solution method
based on ILP is also presented. In this paper, we consider that
the test patterns are fully specified. If the test patterns contain
don’t care bits, WLTBI-specific -fill techniques [27] can
be used prior to pattern ordering.

A. Background

A significant percentage of scan cells change values in every
scan shift and scan capture cycle. The toggling of scan flip-flops
can result in excessive switching activity during test, resulting
in high power consumption. It has been shown in [19] that the
number of transitions of the DUT is proportional to the number
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Fig. 3. Example to illustrate scan shift operation.

of transitions in the device scan chains. Therefore, a reduction
in the number of transitions in the scan cells during test appli-
cation leads to lower test power. A number of techniques have
been developed to reduce the peak power and average power
consumption during test by reducing the number of transitions
in the scan chain [18], [28]. These techniques rely on test-pat-
tern ordering [29]–[32], scan chain ordering [23], [33], [34], and
the use of multiple capture cycles during test application [29]
to reduce the toggling of scan cells during shift/capture cycles.
Segmented scan approaches [20], [21], [35] have also been used
to address test power issues for industrial designs.

B. Scan-Chain Transition-Count Calculation

A metric known as the weighted transition count (WTC) was
presented in [19] to calculate the number of transitions in the
scan chain during scan shifting. It was also shown in [19] that
the WTC has a strong correlation with the total device consump-
tion. The WTC metric can be extended easily to determine the
cycle-by-cycle transition counts while applying test patterns.
The knowledge of the length of the scan chains, the test pattern
to be scanned in, and the initial state of the scan cells (response
from previously applied test stimulus) can be used to generate
cycle-accurate test power data.

We next illustrate the procedure to determine cycle-ac-
curate power consumption. Let us consider the case
of a circuit under test (CUT) with six scan cells

, and a test pattern
being scanned in. Let the initial state of scan

cells be . Fig. 3 represents the cycle-by-cycle
change in the values of the scan cells when the test pattern is
scanned in, and the test response is scanned out. The scan-in
and scan-out of the test pattern and responses are not the only
contributors to the change in values of the scan cells. It is also
important to consider the transitions that occur during the
capture cycle. The number of transitions that occur during the
capture cycle can be calculated by determining the Hamming
distance between the test stimuli and its expected test response.

Let us consider a scan chain of length that has an initial
value , and a test pattern
that is shifted into the scan chain. The transitions that occur
during the shifting of the test pattern (and shifting out the pre-
vious state test response) can be represented as an matrix

[36]. An element of is 1 if there is a transition in scan
cell during clock cycle , otherwise, The parameter T
can be used to calculate the total number of scan cell transitions
(a measure of the power consumption during test) during every

clock cycle. During any given clock cycle , the total number of
transitions can be calculated by summing the values of all
elements in row of ; this can be expressed using the equation

.
For the example shown in Fig. 3, the cycle-by-cycle number

of scan cell transitions is given by the set . For
the test response (111100), the number of transitions that occur
during the capture cycle for this example is 2. For multiple scan
chains, the aforementioned calculation can simply be carried out
independently for each scan chain.

C. Test-Pattern Ordering Problem:

We next present the test-pattern ordering problem . The
goal is to determine an optimal ordering of test patterns for
scan-based testing, such that the overall variation in power con-
sumption during test is minimized. For simplicity of discussion,
we assume a single scan chain for test application and pat-
terns . The extension of to a circuit with
multiple scan chains is trivial. The test application for the CUT
is carried out as follows.

1) The scan flip-flops in the circuit are all assumed to be ini-
tialized to 0.

2) The test application procedure is initiated by shifting in the
first test pattern into the circuit.

3) The scan-out of the first test response and the scan-in of
the next pattern are then carried out simultaneously. This
process is repeated until all the test patterns are applied to
the CUT, and all test responses are shifted out of the circuit.

4) The scan-out of the final test response terminates the test
application process for the CUT.

We next compute the cycle-by-cycle power when response
is shifted out and test pattern is shifted in, for a scan

chain of length . Let , denote the
power (number of transitions) for shift cycle . The overall test
power can be represented by the following set

. The
parameter denotes the number of tran-
sitions during the capture cycle. The average power
consumption for is given by

. The statistical variance in test
power is given by

For the example in Fig. 3, the average power consumption and
the statistical variance in test power are 3.85 and 0.80, respec-
tively. We use the following two measures as metrics to analyze
the variation in power consumption.

1) The first measure is the statistical variance in test power
consumption. Let be the test time (in clock cycles)
needed to apply all the test patterns for the CUT. Let
be the mean value of power consumption per clock cycle
during test. The variance in test power consumption for
the CUT is defined as .
Low variance indicates low (aggregated) deviation in test
power from the mean value of power consumption during
test. Successful WLTBI requires the minimization of this
metric.
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2) The total cycle-to-cycle variation in test power consump-
tion is an indicator of the “flatness” of the power pro-
file during test. Large cycle-to-cycle power variations are
undesirable. We therefore quantify the “flatness” of the
power profile using a measure , obtained by counting
the number of clock cycles for which
exceeds a threshold . The parameter denotes the power
consumption during the th clock cycle. A large value of

for a given value of is undesirable for WLTBI.
The optimization problem can now be formally stated

as follows.
: Given a CUT with test set ,

determine an optimal ordering of test patterns such that: 1) the
overall variation in power consumption during test is minimized
and 2) the constraint on peak power consumption during
test is satisfied. As a preprocessing step, the cycle-accurate
power information for all pairs of patterns and
need to be computed. For test patterns, with scan chains of
length , this step takes O time.

A binary indicator variable , is
used in the optimization problem to ensure that each test pattern
appears exactly once in the ordered sequence. It is defined as
follows:

if immediately follows
otherwise.

We use to denote a (dummy) start pattern and
. Likewise, denotes a (dummy) end pattern

and .
The objective function for the optimization problem can be

written as follows:

Minimize

We use a min–max objective function for the test-pattern or-
dering problem in order to minimize the variance in test power
between any two consecutive test patterns. The “max” func-
tion identifies, among all pairs of consecutive patterns, the pat-
tern-pair that leads to the highest power variance. Therefore, this
model and the resulting solution results in an ordering of test
patterns where the maximum variance in test power for any two
consecutive patterns is minimum.

The aforementioned min–max objective function can be lin-
earized as follows:

Minimize subject to

Next we formulate constraints to ensure that a test pattern is
followed (and preceded) by exactly one pattern. This constraint
can be represented by the following two sets of equations:

Fig. 4. ILP model for � .

We next formulate constraints imposed by the upper limit on
peak power consumption during any given clock cycle. Let us
assume that the maximum constraint on peak power consump-
tion at any given clock cycle is ; the constraint to ensure
that this limit on power consumption is never violated can be
written as

if

Thus far, the model does not consider the change in power
consumption when test response of test pattern is scanned
out, and two test patterns are applied consecutively. It is
important during WLTBI to ensure that the power consumption
between any two consecutive test patterns does not change
dramatically. We therefore need to maintain the change in test
power between two consecutive patterns within a reasonable
threshold . This value is chosen starting with the lowest
value of necessary to formulate a valid ordering. We
model this constraint as follows:

The term reflects the change in
transition count between and . This change is expressed as
a fraction of transition count for the last shift cycle of . The

product term is nonlinear and it can be replaced with a
new binary variable and two additional constraints

In the worst case, the number of variables in the previous ILP
model is O and the number of constraints is also O .
The complete ILP model is shown in Fig. 4.

D. Computational Complexity of

It can be easily shown that the pattern-ordering
problem for WLTBI is NP-complete. The objec-
tive of is to determine an ordering of the

test patterns that minimizes
.

Before we prove that the pattern-ordering problem for WLTBI
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is NP-complete, we introduce the bottleneck TSP (BTSP) [37].
Consider a set of cities. The problem of
finding a tour that visits each city exactly once and minimizes
the total distance traveled is known as TSP. In BTSP, we
attempt to find a tour that minimizes the maximum distance
traveled between any two adjacent cities in the tour. It has been
shown in [37] that BTSP is NP-complete.

Claim: The pattern-ordering problem is NP-complete.
Proof: We know that pattern-ordering problem is in NP

because we can verify any solution in polynomial time with a
simple examination of all possible pattern combinations
for ordering at each instant.

Let be a complete graph, where
is the set of vertices and

is the set of edges. Every edge has an
associated weight . In the BTSP context, a vertex can be
interpreted as a city and the edge weight can be the distance
between the cities or the time of travel between the two cities.
With these notations, the BTSP problem is to find a tour that
minimizes the maximum distance between any two cities in the
tour.

The notations for the same graph can be written
in the context of the pattern-ordering problem. In the context of
the pattern-ordering problem, a vertex can be interpreted as a
test pattern and the edge weight can be used to represent

, i.e., variation in test power when test response is
scanned out while scanning in test pattern .

An optimal ordering of test patterns is one that minimizes
the maximum value of . This is an exact instance of
BTSP. An optimal ordering of test patterns that minimizes the
maximum value of variation in test power consumption can be
found in polynomial time if and only if a tour that minimizes the
maximum distance between all two cities in the tour is found
in polynomial time. This proves that is NP-hard. Since

is in NP, we conclude that it is NP-complete. We next
present a heuristic technique to solve for large problem
instances.

V. HEURISTIC METHODS FOR TEST-PATTERN ORDERING

The exact optimization procedure based on ILP is fea-
sible only when the number of patterns is less than an upper
limit, which depends on the CPU and the amount of available
memory. To handle large problem instances, we present a
heuristic approach to determine an ordering of test patterns
for WLTBI, given the upper limit on peak power con-
sumption. The heuristic method consists of a sequence of four
procedures. Its objective is similar to that of the ILP technique,
i.e., to minimize the overall variation in power consumption
during test. We start by determining cycle-accurate test power
information for all pairs of test patterns in O time.
We next determine the first pattern to be shifted in, and then
iteratively determine the ordering of patterns such that the
variation in test power is minimized. The main steps used in the

heuristic, as shown in Fig. 5, are outlined next.
1) In procedure , the cycle-accurate infor-

mation on test power consumption is deter-
mined for all possible pairs .

Fig. 5. Pseudocode for the ������� ����� heuristic.

2) In procedure , the first test pattern to be
shifted into the circuit is determined. The pattern that
yields the lowest value in test power variance is
chosen as the first test pattern to be applied. We ensure that
the constraint on peak power consumption is not vi-
olated when is applied to the CUT. The first pattern
that is added to the ordered list of test patterns is referred
to as .

3) In procedure , the subsequent ordering of pat-
terns is iteratively determined. Once is determined,
the subsequent ordering of patterns are then iteratively de-
termined by choosing the test pattern that results in the
lowest test power variance without violating

.
4) In procedure , the lone unassigned test pat-

tern is added last to the test ordering. A final list of or-
dered patterns for WLTBI can now be constructed using
information from the and the
procedures.

A search operation is performed each time procedures
and are executed to determine the

test pattern to be ordered. Hence, the worst-case computa-
tional complexity of the heuristic procedure, not including the
O initialization step, is .
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Fig. 6. Impact of �� on test power variation for s5378. (a) � � ���� (b) � � ���.

TABLE I
PERCENTAGE REDUCTION IN THE VARIANCE OF TEST POWER CONSUMPTION OBTAINED USING ILP AND THE ����	
� �
	
 HEURISTIC

A. ILP-Based Heuristic Method for Test-Pattern Ordering

A second heuristic method based on the ILP model for
can also be used to determine an ordering of patterns

for WLTBI. The computational complexity associated with the
ordering of a large number of test patterns limits the use of
the ILP model for large circuits. Using a divide-and-conquer
approach, the ILP model can recursively be applied to two or
more subsets of test patterns for a circuit with large . The
ordered subsets of patterns can then be combined, by placing
subsets that result in minimum cycle-to-cycle variation in
power consumption adjacent to each other.

VI. BASELINE APPROACHES

In order to establish the effectiveness of the optimization
framework for WLTBI, we consider three baseline methods.
The first baseline method finds an ordering of test patterns that
minimizes the average power consumption during test. The
second baseline method finds an ordering of test patterns to
minimize the peak power consumption during test. The third
baseline randomly orders the test patterns.

A. Baseline Method 1: Average Power Consumption

The first baseline method determines an ordering of test
patterns to minimize the average power consumption during
test. The problem of reordering test sets to minimize average
power has been addressed using the well-known TSP [23],
[24]. Starting with the initial state , consecutive test patterns
are selected at each instance to minimize the average power
consumption while not exceeding the constraint on peak power
consumption .

The aforementioned problem can be easily shown to be
NP-hard [38]. Efficient heuristics are therefore necessary to
determine an ordering of test patterns to minimize the average
power consumption in a reasonable amount of CPU time. We
use a heuristic technique based on the cross-entropy method
[39]. The average power values are collected in a matrix of size

. Each element in the matrix corresponds to an average
power value for an ordered pair of patterns; for example,
element in the matrix corresponds to the average power
consumption when test pattern 2 is shifted in after test pattern
1. The heuristic technique takes the complete matrix as
an input to determine an ordering of test patterns.

B. Baseline Method 2: Peak Power Consumption

The second baseline approach determines an ordering of test
patterns such that the peak power consumption is minimized
during test. The objective function for this baseline method is
as follows:

Minimize

where denotes the peak power consumption when re-
sponse is shifted out while simultaneously shifting in .
This optimization problem can be easily solved to obtain a test-
pattern ordering that reduces the peak power consumption. As
in the case of , an ILP method can be used for this base-
line for small problem instances. For large problem sizes, pro-
cedures and can be modified to se-
lect a test-pattern ordering that results in the lowest peak power
consumption.
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TABLE II
PERCENTAGE REDUCTION IN THE VARIANCE OF TEST POWER CONSUMPTION OBTAINED

USING THE ������� ����� HEURISTIC FOR SELECTED ISCAS’89 BENCHMARK CIRCUITS

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present experimental results for eight cir-
cuits from the ISCAS’89 test benchmarks, and IWLS’05 cir-
cuits. Since the objective of the test-pattern ordering problem
is to minimize the variation in test power consumption during
WLTBI, we present the following results.

1) The percentage difference in variance between base-
line method 1 and the heuristic.
This difference is denoted by , and it is com-
puted as

represents the variance in test power
consumption obtained using the heuristic,
and represents the variance in power consump-
tion obtained using the second baseline method.

2) The percentage difference in variance between baseline
method 2 and the heuristic. This is calcu-
lated in a similar fashion as , and is denoted as

.
3) The percentage difference in variance obtained using

random ordering of test patterns and the

heuristic. This is calculated in a similar fashion as
, and is denoted as .

4) We highlight the difference in the total
number of clock cycles during which

exceeds for baseline method
1 and . We characterize this difference as

and are the measures
(defined in Section IV) obtained using the first baseline
method and the heuristic, respectively.
The value of is chosen to be 0.05 (i.e., 5%) to highlight
the flatness in power profiles obtained using the different
techniques.

5) The indicators and are determined in a sim-
ilar fashion as .

6) For the ISCAS’89 and IWLS’05 benchmark circuits,
the aforementioned results are reported for both the ILP
method and the heuristic.

7) For selected benchmark circuits, the aforementioned re-
sults are reported for the ILP-based heuristic technique.
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TABLE III
PERCENTAGE REDUCTION IN THE VARIANCE OF TEST POWER CONSUMPTION OBTAINED

USING THE ������� ����� HEURISTIC FOR SELECTED IWLS’05 BENCHMARK CIRCUITS

TABLE IV
PERCENTAGE REDUCTION IN THE VARIANCE OF TEST POWER CONSUMPTION OBTAINED USING THE ILP-BASED HEURISTIC

8) The reduction in the variance of test power are reported
for the ISCAS’89 and IWLS’05 benchmark circuits with a
single scan chain, using -detect test sets.

We use a commercial ATPG tool to generate -detect
stuck-at patterns (and responses) for the ISCAS’89

and IWLS’05 benchmarks. The experimental results for four
ISCAS’89 and IWLS’05 benchmark circuits obtained using
ILP and the heuristic are shown in Table I. The
reduction on power variation using ILP, as expected, is greater
than that obtained using the heuristic method; however, the

heuristic is also efficient for reordering the test
patterns for WLTBI. Fig. 6 illustrates the impact of on
the percentage savings in test power variation. It is observed
that higher (relaxed) values of result in reduced savings

in test power variation for s5378; similar results are observed
for other circuits.

The results for five larger ISCAS’89 benchmark circuits are
listed in Table II.The experimental results for the five IWLS’05
benchmark circuits are listed in Table III. A description of the
IWLS’05 benchmarks in terms of the number of scan flip-flops
and total number of cells is shown in Table III. The values
of (measured in terms of the number of flip-flop tran-
sitions) for each circuit are chosen carefully after analyzing
the per-cycle test power data. We also present experimental re-
sults obtained using the ILP-based heuristic technique for five
benchmark circuits in Table IV. The heuristic
results in better savings in power variation compared with the
ILP-based heuristic; the ILP-based heuristic however is a good
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TABLE V
PERCENTAGE REDUCTION IN THE VARIANCE OF TEST POWER CONSUMPTION OBTAINED USING THE ������� ����� HEURISTIC

FOR SELECTED BENCHMARK CIRCUITS USING �-DETECT TEST PATTERNS

alternate solution method for ordering test patterns. We use the
smallest value of necessary to construct a valid ordering
for the results in Table IV. Experimental results obtained using
-detect test sets for five benchmark circuits are presented in

Table V.
The ordering of test patterns using the ILP-based technique

yields lower variation in test power compared to the heuristic
method. The heuristic is, however, an efficient
method for circuits with a large number of test patterns. The re-
sults show that a significant reduction in test power variation can
be obtained using the proposed ordering technique. The test-pat-
tern ordering technique also results in low cycle-to-cycle vari-
ation in test power consumption. The ILP-based heuristic tech-
nique can also be used as an effective technique to determine the
ordering of test patterns for WLTBI. This reduction in test power
variation obtained using the ILP-based heuristic technique is
comparable to the heuristic.

Even small reductions in the variations in test power can con-
tribute significantly toward reducing yield loss and test escape
during WLTBI. We know from (1) that the junction tempera-
ture of the device varies directly with the power consumption.
This indicates that a 10% variation in device power consump-
tion will lead to a 10% variation in junction temperatures; this
can potentially result in thermal runaway (yield loss), or under
burn-in (test escape) of the device. The importance of control-
ling the junction temperature for the device to minimize post-
burn-in yield loss is highlighted in [25].

All experiments were performed on a 2.4-GHz AMD Opteron
processor, with 4 GB of memory. The CPU times for optimal or-
dering of test patterns using ILP ranges from 16 min for s1423 to
6 h for s5378. The CPU times for ordering test patterns using the

heuristic, when the cycle-accurate power infor-
mation is given, is in the order of minutes (the maximum being

120 min for s13207). The CPU time to construct the cycle-ac-
curate power information is in the order of hours for the bench-
mark circuits.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We have formulated a test-pattern ordering problem to mini-
mize power variations during WLTBI. The pattern-ordering ap-
proach is based on cycle-accurate power information for the de-
vice under test. An exact solution technique has been developed
based on ILP. Heuristic techniques have also been presented
to solve the pattern-ordering problem. We have compared the
proposed reordering techniques to baseline methods that min-
imize peak power and average power, as well as a random-or-
dering method. In addition to computing the statistical variance
of the test power, we have also quantified the flatness of the
power profile during test application. Experimental results for
the ISCAS’89 and the IWLS’05 benchmark circuits show that
there is a moderate reduction in power variation if patterns are
carefully ordered using the proposed techniques. Since the junc-
tion temperatures in the device under test are directly propor-
tional to the power consumption, even small reductions in the
power variance offer significant benefits for WLTBI.
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